
scattered to the four winds. The state of Missouri gives 

delinquent parents twenty-four months to get their act    

together before a judge terminates their parental rights. So 

for two full years, this little guy was told that mom and dad 

were working on it; that he would get to go home eventual-

ly. But mom and dad couldn’t quite figure out how to show 

up for a team meeting or attend a parenting class. Perhaps 

they couldn’t get clean. Whatever the reason, they could 

not jump over the low bar, and Chad was told at age ten 

that mom and dad were never going to be mom and dad 

again. Hope was crushed. 

     But ten-year-old Chad was told that now he could be 

adopted. And that potential adoption was set out as the 

gleaming possibility that Chad placed his hopes in. You 

have to understand, very few of the adoption eligible    

children in the system are ever adopted, and their chances 

of getting adopted evaporate a little with every day that 

passes. Nobody wants to take in an older child. But against 

all odds, Chad won the lottery. A family chose to adopt him! 

      I never did get the reason why, but somehow that new 

home fell apart too. Adoptions fail all the time for all kinds 

of reasons. Sometimes the new parents simply can’t     

handle the needs of a kid who has been through so much 

trauma. Sometimes the child cannot function in the new 

home. Other times, the new parents themselves implode 

and have to give the child up. Whatever the reason, our 

     by Jon Wells 
     After a service last week, a young man asked if he could 

speak with me. When I sat down to check in with him, he told 

me about his life. His story is one that is so similar to        

hundreds of others that I have heard. Early neglect and 

abuse . . . Removed from the home at age eight. . . bounced 

around the foster care system for several years before he 

was adopted by a new family. . . new family gets complicated 

and eventually cuts him loose back into the system. . . so he 

floats the system again, in and out of residential facilities and 

foster homes until now.  

     His story was no surprise, but his next statement was 

unique. “I just think that things cannot go this bad forever . . . 

eventually it has to change and something has to go good for 

a change. That’s right isn’t it? Things have to get better   

eventually?” 

     Whether he recognized it or not, Chad was talking about 

hope (name changed to protect privacy). To understand his 

question, you have to read between the lines a little. This is a 

kid who was raised in a house where the adults were simply 

not adults. Mom and dad were either absent, aggressive, or 

just passed out. So as the oldest sibling, Chad had to feed, 

clothe, and take care of the little ones. He was raised from 

his earliest days in this ugly place, then suddenly removed 

from the house at age eight. He and his siblings were       
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     It is evident that we internalize our most prominent 

ideas about God from our parents or care-givers. If our 

parents were loving, patient, and kind to us, we will    

imagine God to be good and gracious. But if they were 

harsh, abusive, or angry, we will imagine that God is    

perpetually fed up with us. Most of the children we are 

working with in residential facilities have been taught   

(by parents and caregivers) that they are worthless and 

unacceptable to anyone. As a result, many of them act 

accordingly. When you think about it, acting out              

aggressively, sexually, or verbally makes sense when God 

and the rest of your universe are set against you.  

     Increasingly, our mission as the body of Christ must be 

not to lay heavy burdens on these kids (or anyone for that 

matter) but to bear their burdens with them. Better yet, 

the mission is to invite them into an experience of the 

living Christ- His yoke is easy and burden is light. Where 

we see that they’ve encountered an angry God in the 

words and deeds of others, we must rush to give them 

the God of love who is revealed in Jesus Christ (also by 

word and deed). 

     In contrast to the heavy burdens that have been placed 

on them, we must meet them with the refreshing words 

of Christ, ‘Come to me, all you who are weary and       

burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you 

and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, 

and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy 

and my burden is light.”  

(Matthew 11:28-30) 

     There are many ways for you to get involved in healing 

these broken understandings of God and God’s people. 

One very simple way is to get involved with our Bible 

Sponsorship Program. By highlighting some verses in a 

Bible and leaving a loving note or prayer at the front, you 

provide our chaplains with the opportunity to               

progressively heal a broken and traumatized relationship 

between at-risk youth and the local body of Christ. To 

give a young person a Bible that someone has written in 

to demonstrate concern and prayer (rather than condem-

nation and shame) is a small step in un-preaching the 

gospel of an angry God, and announcing the good news 

that in Jesus Christ, all are accepted and loved. 

     It has become fairly routine now that when a young  

person discovers that I’m a “chaplain” or “pastor” they   

immediately begin acting differently. Mid-conversation, 

I’ve seen young men and women completely change their   

demeanor once they find out my role, as though they’d  

better be extra good around me. I’ve also seen young   

people become somewhat defeated by my role. I can     

visibly see that my presence becomes a burden for them. 

Many conversations go something like this: 

     “Who are you?” 

     “Skyler. I’m a chaplain.” 

     “Oh,” they say in a disappointed tone, “…like you talk 

about the Bible and religion and stuff.” 

     I’m afraid that there have been enough overbearing  

pastors, chaplains, and ‘Christian’ folks walk through these 

kids’ lives that they’ve come to expect me to be just the 

same. They know the litany of prohibitions and guilt-trips 

that they’ve heard in the past and are sure that I’m about 

to drop it on them as well. You know, these implicit or  

explicit ideas that so many of us have struggled under:   

     You’re bad. 

     Stop sinning.  

     Only listen to Christian radio. 

     Don’t say bad words. 

     You are headed for hell. 

     Pray harder. 

     Be better.  

     I’m reminded of Jesus words about the Pharisees and 

their relationship to the poor of Israel, “They tie up heavy, 

cumbersome loads and put them on other people's      

shoulders, but they themselves are not willing to lift a   

finger to move them.” (Matthew 23:4) 

     Whether it’s an eye roll or an outright, “I don’t believe 

that *&!$!,” I’ve come to see that there is far more work to 

be done in the lives of these kids than just verbally    

preaching the Gospel to them. There is a need to undo or 

un-preach a Gospel that says implicitly or explicitly says 

“God is out to get you.” 

By Skyler Martin By Skyler Martin 



Hope Weary continued . . . 

residential programs are littered with these ‘adoption subsidy’ kids. And  

Chad is one in a long line of these children who found himself once         

again living in a facility.  

     Today he is sixteen, and Chad has been told that he will be eligible for a 

transitional living program and then an independent living program. So this 

summer he is waiting for one of these programs to select him to come and 

live with them. He is looking forward to the day he becomes an adult so he 

can communicate with his biological parents, hoping that perhaps they have grown up a little over the years. And it is in this 

place that he asks me, “Things have to get better eventually, right?” 

     Think about Chad’s journey of hope. As a small child he spent his time hoping in parents who never did figure out how to get 

their lives together. When that hope was finally crushed, Chad was told to hope for an adoption that would likely never come. 

Then there was a glorious little window of time when that hope was realized and he actually got adopted. Soon despair       

returned with the pain of a failed adoption, and Chad became a two-time family loser. Now Chad is being told to hope for the 

prospects of a TLP or ILP calling his name. When I sat down with him last week, I think it is fair to say Chad was hope-weary.  

     I took the time to listen to him and pray with him, and walked away pondering a simple question. What do I place my hope 

in? I don’t believe that the human heart can endure even a single moment of living without hope in something better. Hope is 

that miraculous belief in some future blessing that will make this present suffering worthwhile. Hope is the fuel that gives us the 

stamina to endure unthinkable challenges. History is littered with stories of those who survived the unbelievable. Shipwrecked 

sailors have endured weeks on the open seas, clinging to the hope of rescue. Prisoners of war have suffered terrible torture for 

years, dreaming of the day they would be reunited with their loved ones. Any of these survivors will tell you that those who gave 

way to despair were among the first to die. If we are to go on, each of us must have some kind of hope.  

     The human heart naturally moves to identify and connect with some kind of hope. For some it is as  simple as hoping for the 

weekend when we can finally relax. Others place hope in the promise of a new job. Relationships are often set up for  failure 

when that other person becomes the object of our hope. We say to ourselves, ‘everything will be better this weekend, life will 

get less painful when I get that new job, I will finally be at peace when I marry my fiancé.”  And when these temporal objects of 

our hope fail to deliver, we set our sights on another weekend, another job, another person. Such considerations drive home 

the question; in what do we place out hope? It that object of our hope worthy of the position we are putting it in? Will it deliver  

in the end? 

     King David clarified this issue in Psalm 20; ‘Some trust in chariots and some in horses, but we trust in the name of the Lord 

our God.’ Again in Psalm 39 he restates the point; ‘But now, Lord, what do I look for? My hope is in you.’ This is no empty   

religious rambling; it is an intentional and radical leap of faith. David was the monarch of a powerful nation. Although his ascent 

to the throne was a humble process, David was a warrior king who notoriously rode into battle surrounded by his ‘mighty men.’ 

He had legions in his armies, he had allies in neighboring near-eastern empires. David had plenty of things to place his hope in, 

but he had learned that these things are not worthy of our hope.  

     I found myself in a difficult situation as I spoke with Chad last week. I did not want to discourage him from hoping in some-

thing better; I didn’t want to crush the remaining aspirations that he was clinging to. But multiple disappointments over many 

years had reduced this teen to a resigned hope in statistics. He was not too sure about his biological parents or an ILP, but he 

had reasoned that life can’t be horrible forever. Something has to get better at some point. In the end, my one suggestion and 

my prayer for Chad was that he would invite God into his daily living. Perhaps he can learn to bring his despair to the Father, 

and discover what it means to place hope in Him.  

-Edward Mote 

My hope is built on nothing less than 

Jesus blood and righteousness 



For over 15 years, Days of Hope has been bringing the 
good news of the gospel to the thousands of at risk 
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We are currently        

scheduling speaking      

engagements.  If you 

are interested in            

inviting one of our      

chaplains to come         

and share with               

your church, class,       
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let us know! 
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